WEDNESDAY
6-8PM
AT HOME QUARANTINE SCAVENGER HUNT
1. The hunt will take place this Wednesday from 6-8pm.
2. I will release the list @5:55, any photos sent after 8pm will not be counted.
3. Send each picture individually to your youth worker.
4. You cannot look up pictures on your phone or computer, all items you use must be in your possession.
5. You are playing for bragging rights and a $30 gift card of your choice.
Find an item that begins with the letter Q
Find a Non-American coin
Something that is yellow
Something that floats (you have to show it floating)
A bottle of Germ X
Something from the 1980's
Something with a famous quote
A piece of cheese
Go outside and climb a tree
A Mirror selfie
A pic of your Dog or cat (1+ bonus if in the same pic)
A legit Bird
Fine China (the plates your mom never lets you use)
You sitting upside down on your couch
You in a Goofy hat
A Walmart receipt
Point to your favorite verse in the Bible
Something super Wesleyan/Methodist
Any Christmas decoration
A Rubber band
You Vacuuming a whole room — After, a Parent must give thumbs up in the picture so I know it has been done.
Your Favorite snack
Brushing your teeth
Toilet paper stack
A picture of you wearing your dads "Dad shoes"
Your Favorite book
You must choose a color and then dress up in as many items that you can. Each item = 1 point. Let me know how many items there are in the text.